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1. What is entrepreneurship? 

2. Difference between intrapreneurs  and interpreneurs? 1+1 

3. Which individual Entrepreneurship? 2 

4. Briefly discus self-Employment risk? 2 

5. What is Entrepreneur? 2 

6. Name of 5 Entrepreneurs in India? 2 

7. Write a short note innovative? 2 

8. Hard work is success – discus the line? 2 

9. Why the entrepreneurs Emotional balance necessary? 2 

10. Type of entrepreneur classified (based basis)? 2 

11. Write a short note trading entrepreneur and ex..?1+1 

12. What type of ownership in entrepreneur? 2 

13. Write a short note Small -scale, medium – scale, large -scale entrepreneur? 2 

14. Write a short note Fabian entrepreneur with example? 2 

15. Why don not use drone entrepreneur? 2 

16. Differnce between innovating and imitative entrepreneur? 3 

17. Differnce between solo and active operators?1+1 

18. Why education background necessary in entrepreneurs?2 

19. Write short note creativity? 2 

20. Write the classification of creativity? 2 

21. Write any two characteristics of creativity? 3 

22. Four name factors affecting creativity?2 

23. What is brainstorming? 3 

24. SCAMPER full from? 2 

25. What type of hats use in entrepreneur? 3 

26. Why yellow hat use in entrepreneur? 2 

28. Write a short note foster innovation. 2 



 

 

29. Write types of innovation? 2 

30. Write a short note synthesis innovation. 2 

31. What type of barriers to creativity and innovation?2 

32. Type phases of innovation? 2 
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1. Differnce between Risk and rewards in entrepreneurs? 

2. Write down a characteristic of entrepreneur? 

3. Write down a type of entrepreneur? 

4. Write a short note Danhof classification? 

5. Write down Maslow hierarchy theory? 

6. Write down characteristics of creativity? 

7. Write a short note factor affecting creativity? 

8. Discus six thinking hats? 

9. Write a short note importance of creativity in entrepreneurship? 

10. Discus type of innovation? 

11. Write a short not importance of innovation? 

12. Barriers to creativity and innovation explain any hindrances? 

13. Write a note Pors and cons of being entrepreneur ? 

14. Diffrence between entrepreneur and manager ? 

15. What type of problem face women entrepreneurs ? 


